
For the classroom: 2 boxes of tissues and 1 container of Lysol or Clorox
wipes.

Nevatim Supplies (Grades 5-6):
● Pencil Case to hold key items such as (highly suggested student’s name is

written on items):
○ Several pencils with erasers and a sharpener
○ One pack of colored pencils
○ One pack of blue or black pens (no other colors!)
○ One pack Expo whiteboard markers for 5th grade math (regular

or thin - whichever your student prefers to write with)
○ Glue sticks
○ Highlighters (at least 4 colors)
○ Scissors
○ post-it notes (4-8 pads is plenty)

-1 composition notebook for 5th grade math
-1 spiral graph paper notebook (4 squares per inch) and a spiral lined notebook
for 6th grade math
-1 composition notebook for 5th and 6th grade Spanish notes
-Working earbuds or headphones compatible with the Chromebook
-1” binder for science
- book cover for 6th grade math
- Calculator (TI30XS strongly recommended) for 6th graders

Perahim Supplies (7th Grade):
● Pencil Case to hold key items such as (highly suggested student’s name is

written on items):
○ Several pencils with erasers and a sharpener
○ One pack of colored pencils
○ One pack of blue or black pens (no other colors!)
○ One pack Expo whiteboard markers for math (regular or thin -

whichever your student prefers to write with)
○ Glue sticks
○ Highlighters (at least 4 colors)
○ Scissors
○ post-it notes (4-8 pads is plenty)

-3 spiral single subject notebooks: Spanish, Hebrew, Math



- 1 folder for Spanish handouts
-1 spiral graph (4 squares per inch) paper notebook for math
-1” binder for science
- Working earbuds or headphones compatible with the Chromebook
- book cover for math
- Calculator (TI30XS strongly recommended)
- A town library card

Amirim Supplies (8th Grade):
● Pencil Case to hold key items such as (highly suggested student’s name is

written on items):
○ Several pencils with erasers and a sharpener
○ One pack of colored pencils
○ One pack of blue or black pens (no other colors!)
○ One pack Expo whiteboard markers for math (regular or thin -

whichever your student prefers to write with)
○ Glue sticks
○ Highlighters (at least 4 colors)
○ Scissors
○ post-it notes (4-8 pads is plenty)

- 3 spiral single subject notebooks: Spanish, Hebrew, Math
1 folder for Spanish handouts
-1 spiral graph (4 squares per inch) paper notebook for math
-1” binder for science
- book cover for math
- Calculator (A TI30XS strongly recommended)
- A town library card
-Working earbuds or headphones compatible with the Chromebook


